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Abstract
In this paper, the additional degree of freedom ‘time’ is exploited to 
reduce the Side Lobe Levels (SLLs) of uniformly excited planner 
array whereas the associated sideband levels (SBLs) are suppressed 
to a significantly low value. For the desired antenna pattern, the 
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm is used to perturb the switch 
on-time duration of the array elements in the search range of 
(0, 1). Since, the radiation pattern of the planner antenna arrays 
depends on the azimuthal angle, Ф. To show the effectiveness of 
the proposed approach almost same pattern is synthesized at three 
different Ф cuts. Thus the method can be applied to achieve Ф 
independent power pattern in uniformly excited time-modulated 
planner array (UETMPA).
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I. Introduction
Antenna array synthesis seeks a set of optimal array element 
locations and/or excitations to generate a required beam pattern. 
It can be cast into an optimization problem where excitation 
and location of array elements are the optimization parameters 
whereas the main objective includes maximizing the directivity 
and minimizing the Side Lobe Levels (SLLs). Syntheses of planar 
arrays with rectangular lattices were first studied in [1-3]. The 
radiation pattern for such antenna with low SLL was realized by 
changing the amplitude coefficient of array elements. However, 
the Dynamic Range Ratios (DRR) was rather high for low SLL, 
which resulted in stringent error. Time Modulated Antenna Arrays 
(TMAA) was first produced in order to minimize the SLLs by 
using simple on-off switching of array elements with some 
predetermined time sequence [4-5]. Since the time parameter 
can be easily and rapidly adjusted. As a result the stringent error 
tolerance to achieve low SLL can be minimized to that obtained 
in static amplitude tapering method for the ordinary SLLs. In 
[4], Kummer et al realized a pattern of ultra low SLL (~ 39 
dB) in uniformly excited eight element slot array. However the 
disadvantage of the time-modulation technique is that in addition 
to fundamental frequency, the unwanted SBRs in TMAA reduce 
the efficiency and gain of antenna array. In this regards different 
evolutionary algorithms can be applied to synthesize the desired 
pattern at fundamental frequency by reducing the sideband level 
to a low value. Simultaneously the SLL and Sideband Level (SBL) 
in Time Modulated Linear Arrays (TMLAs) are suppressed by 
using Differential Evolution (DE) in [5], simulated annealing 
(SA) in [6] and genetic algorithm (GA) in [7]. SA is also used 
to synthesize sum and difference pattern in TMLAs [8]. In [9], 
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is used to obtain the time 
dependent performance of the time modulation technique. In [10], 
DE is applied to synthesize low side lobe Time Modulated Planar 
Arrays (TMPAs) with low DRR. Differential evolution strategy 

(DES) is employed to synthesize satellite footprint patterns in [11] 
and optimal sum and difference pattern in [12]. 
In this paper, a 10×10 time modulated planar array is considered. 
The far field radiation pattern of such an array is studied by varying 
the angle of observation i.e Ф. Three angle of observation is 
considered as Ф =0, 45, 90. Here, the effectiveness of Differential 
Evolution (DE) [13-14] is used to minimise the sideband radiation 
of planar array.  The normalised switch-on time is varied within 
(0, 1) and its effect on sideband radiation is analysed. MATLAB 
code is used for this work. Rest of the paper is arranged as 
follows. Section II, deals with the theoretical background of time 
modulation technique for planar arrays, this is followed by D.E. 
algorithm in Section III, results and discussions in Section IV and 
finally Section V, ends up with conclusions.

II. Theoretical Background
Consider a planar array of M × N equally spaced isotropic elements 
in the x-y plane. Let, each element is connected by high speed RF 
switch with excitation amplitude, i.e M×N element is connected 
with M×N number of RF switches and the switches are on-
off periodically in a predetermined sequence. Thus after time 
modulation to an M×N planar array, the modified array factor 
is given by-        

        (1)
Where mnA  is the static complex excitation, and ( )mnU t  is the 
switch-on time function and is given by-      

( )mnU t  =1, for 0 ont t≤ ≤                (2)                                                                                               
           =0, for on pt t T≤ ≤           
For each time interval pT , where pT is the modulation time period. 
Due to periodicity of the Unit step function, (1) can be decomposed 
by using Fourier series expansion. So, the k-th (k = 0, 1, 2, ....) 
order Fourier series component is given by-     

   (3) 
Where and ; 1p pf T=  is the 
modulating frequency; k

mnW is the Fourier coefficient at  kth 
harmonics and is given by –         

           (4)                                                                                      
Where mn on pW t T=  is the normalised switch-on time of the (m×n) 
th element. From (3) it is clearly understood that signals are not 
only radiated at the operating frequency but also at the harmonics 
of modulating frequency. Hence, the array factor of time modulated 
planar arrays can be written as- 

       (5)
Combining (4) and (5), array factor expression at fundamental 
frequency (operating frequency) and first two sidebands (k=1,2)  
are obtained as- 
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            (6)

       (7)

  (8)
Equation (6) represents that the average on time of each element 
are the amplitude coefficients of that element. Hence the direct 
substitution of on-time duration equivalent to the static amplitudes 
of a pattern produce the same time averaged pattern at operating 
frequency. However the high SBL will increase the power loss 
in the array pattern which is the major disadvantage in time 
modulation technique. 

III. D.E. Algorithm
The λ/2 spaced 10 × 10 planar array is considered here to synthesize 
a -35dB SLL sum pattern. To minimise the sidelobe level and 
sideband radiations DE algorithm is used here. Differential 
Evolution is a simple evolutionary algorithm introduced by 
Storn and Price [13]. A survey of the DE algorithm as applied in 
electromagnetics is given in [14]. Similar to Genetic algorithm 
(GA), DE is also a population based stochastic evolutionary 
algorithm. The algorithm stochastically minimizes an objective 
function that can model the problem’s objectives by incorporating 
some constraints into the problem. DE first samples the objective 
function at multiple, randomly chosen initial points. Then NP 
(Number of populations) vectors in the initial population are 
chosen from the predefined parameter bounds. To explore the 
objective functions landscape, DE employs a difference between 
the parameter vectors. New points (trial solution) are generated 
through perturbations of existing points. DE perturbs vectors with 
the scale difference of two randomly selected population vectors. 
In the next stage (selection) the trial vector competes against the 
population vector of the same index. Once the last trial vector 
has been tested, the survivors of the NP pair wise competitions 
become parents for the next generation in the evolutionary cycle. 
Here, number of parameter as objective function is taken as D = 
100 corresponding to the switch –on-time durations of the 100 
array elements. The DE parameters are selected as follows- the 
number of initial population NP = 50.The maximum possible 
iteration or trial is set to 800 here, to reach the cost function value 
of 1.e-6. The simulation program is run with respect to the cost 
function to obtain the normalised switch-on time using which we 
can restrict the problem of irregular radiation in different planes 
and that is set as-

1 max 2 max* * ( ) * * ( )Cost d df W H abs SLL SLL W H abs SBL SBL= − + −        (9)
Where, maxSLL and maxSBL are the actual values of the maximum 
SLL of the main beam of TMAA and side band level at the 
first sideband whereas dSLL and dSBL  are their desired values 
respectively. 1W and 2W are the weighting factors of the 
corresponding terms and H is Heaviside step function of the 
associated difference. This process is repeated at each of three Ф 
plane Ф = 0°, 45°, 90°.

IV. Result And Discussion
The DE optimized patterns at three planes Ф = 0°, 45° and 90° are 
shown in fig. 1, 2 and 3 respectively whereas the corresponding 
optimum values of the normalized on-time duration of the three 
patterns are presented in fig. 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The radiation 

parameters of the patterns are given in table 1. From Fig.1, 2, 3 and 
table 1 it is seen that the maximum SLL (SLLmax) are reduced 
below -27 dB for a uniformly excited time modulated planner array 
while the associated maximum values of sideband level ( maxSBL
) at first sideband are reduced to below -30, -25.15 and -28.8 dB 
respectively. The first null beam-width (FNBW) and half power 
beam width (HPBW) of the three patterns are observed as 49.80, 
28.60, 34.60 and 14.20, 10.40, 130 respectively.

Fig. 1: DE Optimized Normalized Power Pattern of UETMPA 
Ф = 0° Cut Plane. The Maximum SLL and SBL are Observed as 
-27.2 and -30.07 dB respectively

Fig. 2: DE optimized normalized power pattern of UETMPA Ф = 
45° cut plane. The maximum SLL and SBL are observed as --27.4 
and –25.2 dB respectively.

Table 1: The Radiation Parameters of the DE Optimized Patterns 
at Different Ф Planes
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Fig.3. DE optimized normalized power pattern of UETMPA Ф = 
90° cut plane. The maximum SLL and SBL are observed as- -27.4 
and –28.8 dB respectively.

Fig. 4: Element wise normalized on-time duration for the DE 
optimized pattern of Ф = 0° cut plane shown in fig. 1

Fig. 5: Element Wise Normalized on-time duration for the DE 
optimized pattern of Ф =45° cut plane shown in fig. 2

Fig. 6: Element wise normalized on-time duration for the DE 
optimized pattern of Ф = 90° cut plane shown in fig. 3

In fig.  4, 5 and 6, it is observed that the on-time durations of 41, 36 
and 25 elements are zero respectively. Also 6   common elements 
(element number 10, 31, 64, 82, 92, 98) are zero for all the three 
patterns. Therefore, the desired patterns at the three planes can 
be obtained by discarding the corresponding elements for which 
the on-time durations are zero.

V. Conclusion
A new technique for minimisation of side lobe level in uniformly 
excited Time Modulated Planar array using DE algorithm has been 
illustrated. The algorithm can be used to select proper values of 
on-time duration of the switches to obtain the desired pattern with 
low SBL. In this work, almost same pattern is synthesized for the 
UETMLA at three different Ф planes. So, the problem of planar 
antenna having different radiation pattern for different Ф angles 
can be minimised using the technique. 
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